The world's first vertical farming startup for threatened or endangered
tree species as well as important crops or plants develops further
concepts for energy and resource-saving species conservation, climate and
environmental protection. Arborists, botanists, conservationist, dendrologists,
environmentalists, climate activists, tree and forest ecosystem experts are
invited to join the global Greening Deserts Species Rescue CES-RPP,
Greening Camps and the Trillion Trees Initiative and related projects.
The emergency program and projects to save species, restore biodiversity and
ecosystems need international support. The goal is to save more than 300 tree
species from extinction by 2025 - for example through professional tree
breeding, seed storage, distribution and joint tree planting activities. Some
international species protection, climate protection, nature conservation and
environmental protection organizations have already showed their interest. We
are looking forward to new partners in the future to master one of the biggest
tasks and challenges of the decade. Reducing species extinction by mitigating
its causes and promoting global biodiversity is at the forefront, also in urban
regions and cities! With the Urban Greening Camp, the Urban Greening
Network for healthier and greener cities was launched - many have followed
the good example. You can download the article here! Please share and
support the projects for global peace process. #globalpeace #globalgreening
#peacebuilding #peaceprogress #peacespeech

Species extinction, climate change, environmental degradation from
monocultures, forestry and agriculture are increasingly evident.
Droughts and heat waves have made many impacts and causes clearly visible.
The problems with old bad habits or systems such as excessive deforestation,
draining, pollution,and destruction by agriculture or monocultures in rainforests
or similar ecosystems rich in biodiversity and crops are complex. Yet solutions
can be very simple - as explained in these and other articles. New techniques,
technologies, products or services are not always necessary, but can of course
accelerate and / or improve sustainable developments. Greening Deserts has
over the years presented good solutions to many of these world problems such as really effective developments and sustainable solutions to stop

deforestation by monocultures. Diverse concepts for desert greening, tree
planting campaigns, urban greening, vertical agriculture and innovative project
developments like the Greenhouse Ship show great possibilities and
potentials how to combine biodiversity conservation, ecosystem restoration,
productive eco-agriculture and eco-forestry. Here are some ideas, methodical
and sustainable thinking using the palm oil issue as an example. It are a few
points from the concept paper for the Desert Forest project Palmforest.org.









Stop ALL new palm oil plantations in rainforests or similar ecosystems
with rich biodiversity, fauna and flora.
Attempt to convert palm oil plantations to more environmentally friendly
habitats with greater biodiversity. Alternatively, replace or relocate to
areas with no or very low biodiversity.
Establish ecological agroforestry, mixed afforestation or reforestation
with trees, shrubs, crops, herbs, fruit and vegetable plants.
Move oil palm plantations to man-made deserts, drylands, wastelands
and desert-like areas; In these regions, there not much damage to the
environment and soils possible.
Incorporate soil- and water-improving techniques such as sustainable
drip irrigation through solar desalination systems.
Continuous improvement and research of agrophotovoltaics,
agroforestry, cleantech and greentech in the greening camps.
Supporting various biodiversity, conservation, cultural, and scientific
projects in each region, such as where the camps are beginning to
restore or expand ecosystems.
Promote environmental awareness and more sustainable consumption,
reducing overproduction and overconsumption, especially of products
that harm the environment, people and wildlife.

It is unrealistic to reduce the demand for palm oil on a large scale in the next
few years and palm oil boycotts or sanctions can be problematic, especially to
solve the main problems or causes, many good solutions have been
elaborated. The points are not firmly decided or fixed resolutions, but
suggestions and of course can be added to or improved.
The world does not really need more food production, but a better
sharing, distribution and preservation of food by cooling, drying,
pulverizing and processing of food waste around the expiration date - for
example with new infrastructures, logistics and startups for food waste
preservation. Also local or regional cabinets and preservation machines or
facilities in food retail outlets could be established – similar like Norway's
deposit return scheme for plastic bottles or similar plastic recycling machines!
Current food sharing solutions are already quite good, but there is a lack of
holistic solutions that solve the global supply chains, logistics or transport
systems in connection with food waste preservation and food waste at expiry.
The problems or solutions already start with the causes like overproduction,
transport over long distances and environmental destruction by intensive

agriculture. See, for example, monocultures and livestock or factory farming,
as well as the excessive waste of food in supermarkets instead of preserving it,
storing it and distributing it to the needy. A suggestion would be cooling and
drying machines for perishable goods such as fish, meat, vegetables and fruit
to make them durable before expiration. There are old tried-and-true methods
for this, such as pulverization, cookies and chips - there are already vegetable
chips, so why not make them from food waste. Retail itself, new startups and
jobs could benefit from this innovation of direct preservation of "food waste",
just before or after the expiration date. The respective countries or EU and UN
could even promote this and regulate it accordingly! It is really time to reduce
the global famine of over 800 million people and hundreds of millions
of children through better preservation and distribution systems especially since the world produces food for well over 10 billion
people! The suggested lack of food is hypocritical and a big lie. There is
enough energy, food and water for everyone worldwide. The artificial
limitation, commercialization and denial of these resources in certain countries
or regions is systematic and violates ethical, moral and humanitarian
principles, rules and laws - such as international Children's and Human Rights.
Climate and environmental protection, nature conservation and
species protection are also important issues in the climate crisis. The
human-induced impacts of climate and environmental change, such as
desertification, global warming and other extreme weather events can be
reduced through a more balanced climate or weather system. Glaciers, ice
sheets and reflective snow layers play an important role in this - as do large
grasslands, wetlands and global forests of course. All the trees and forests in
urban areas are also important, as is the coastal greening, marine conservation
at the coasts – so like the protection of the lakes, rivers, seas, oceans and
other waters. The Greening Deserts and the Trillion Trees Initiative, actions,
campaigns and projects moved many nations, organizations and people to
plant millions or even billions of trees! Some countries have followed the
advice and announced that they will plant one or even several billion trees in
the next few years. There is evidence of the advice and recommendations that
have been sent to various ambassadors, ministers, institutions and
organizations. In some cases, it is easy to see that direct action was taken
after being contacted and communicated. Some initiatives and projects even
have prominent imitators.
Further important statements, facts and opinions on the topic of
climate crisis, nature and environmental protection
Human impact on climate, environmental, natural and weather systems is
significant. The excessive disruption, destruction and pollution of natural
environmental systems and life forms has made the world what it is today!
Certain industries, institutions, organizations, people and other responsible
parties that have destroyed ecosystems and important parts of the
environment and polluted the planet are also partly responsible for the

extinction of countless species and the destruction of the biosphere. They have
caused not only an unstable atmosphere, but also more toxins, greenhouse
gases and water vapor. People should be aware of these true facts, logical
arguments and reality and care more, learn from them and do much better. It
is never too late to change and improve the world together as humanity in a
sustainable way. Negative actions and impacts can be prevented or reduced by
nations together. Destroyers and polluters are thus prevented or even stopped
from causing further pollution and environmental destruction. They should
comply with laws, policies and global development goals on their own of
course.
Climate change adaptation, disaster risk reduction, education, resilience and
understanding of the true causes or circumstances should be a priority - as
should the regular revision and updating of the global Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
Further opinions and statements:
For general understanding, many Change Games and Greening Deserts
projects are environmental, educational, scientific, social and truly sustainable
developments. Most of them were developed by the founder in his spare time.
Many are or were non-commercial and private projects. The Greening Deserts
and the Trillion Trees Initiative are still private initiatives and can be
transformed into organizations or startups at any time.
Many conservationists, environmentalists, climate and nature activists
want to protect species, some even the really important and endangered
species. That is commendable and there could be many more of these
activists. But it is much more important to save the really critically endangered
species and protect them at the same time! Still hardly anyone understands
how important species rescue is and how unimportant species protection of
unimportant species is - at least in comparison and relation to the rapid
species extinction of the truly threatened or critically endangered species.
Every gardener is a species conservationist. What good does it do the
biosphere, nature and mankind if we save the few species we hear about every
day - such as the elephant, tiger, panda and co.. On the other hand, countless,
much more important species are dying out every day, including many
keystone species on which many other species depend. Unfortunately, there is
also a lack of awareness and understanding of the biosphere in terms of
biomass and species diversity. All life forms in organic soils, grasslands,
wetlands, and global forests, as well as water bodies, which even significantly
regulate climate and weather systems, are the main component of the
biosphere!
If humans really want to prevent species extinction, they must maintain
healthy ecosystems and restore important habitats and landscapes,
especially wetlands and real forests. This will allow the atmosphere, biosphere
and all parts of nature to recover, naturally regenerate and better self-regulate.

The connection between species recovery, species protection, climate
protection, environmental protection and biodiversity, biosphere and
ecosystem services is often not seen accurately. To this day, many people do
not realize that climate protection is also species protection and thus
contributes significantly to the preservation of the biosphere - because the
biosphere consists of species, i.e. biomass. One of the best ways to protect
and save species is to preserve the important habitats of these species and to
restore ecosystems through greening, reforestation and species protection
camps or similar projects on a global scale. The founder and initiator of
Greening Deserts has explained these important issues in several articles and
offered innovative solutions with global initiatives or international projects such
as the Trillion Trees Initiative.
Another important issue is the lack of Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) on so
many levels. One example is flood protection through nature-based solutions.
It is logical that, for example, after drought years, dry and water-repellent
soils make erosion and flooding even more extreme. Another problem is the
lack of trees and wetlands that have been destroyed. The problem in Germany
is and has been the lack of disaster preparedness and management for
extreme weather events such as droughts and floods, DRR should be an
established system worldwide. Urban flood protection through additional water
reservoirs, waterways and underground reservoirs can also help reduce these
risks - similar to the concept of sponge cities. Another problem is the lack of
trees and wetlands, which have been destroyed primarily by extreme drainage
for agriculture and strip mines. Many important ecosystems such as wetlands
have been destroyed as a result, including wet forests, marshes, swamps, and
floodplains. Facts and scientific advice on how to protect against land
degradation, erosion and prevent flooding through disaster preparedness,
nature-based solutions and sustainable water management can be found on
the Greening Deserts project pages.
Many people from the climate movement, in governments, and even parts of
industry have followed and been inspired by Greening Deserts' articles and
projects - especially the articles, master theses and projects. On the topic of
soil improvement and the global greening, a lot of experiences have been
gained and many experts have been exchanged about meaningful actions.
Since 2017, Greening Deserts recommends desert greening with hemp, desert
bamboo and thistles, which loosen the soil to great depths as well as improve
the soil overall. Appropriate ground covers or special grasses also protect new
tree plantings from drying out. Green manure plants such as special field
beans and hemp can quickly build humus-rich topsoil. This even works in
drylands and wastelands! Read more in Greening Deserts articles "Hemp
toilet paper can reduce deforestation, climate change and global
warming" and "Hemp cultivation in open-cast mines for sustainable soil
improvement and organic farming with hemp".
Climate, nature and environmental protection is also species
protection – thus it is human protection.

All suffering is caused by ignorance. People inflict pain on others when they
selfishly seek their own happiness or satisfaction.
Love and compassion are the foundations for world peace - at all levels.
The way to change others' minds is with affection, not anger.
Peace does not mean an absence of conflicts; differences will always be there.
Peace means solving these differences through peaceful means; through
dialogue, education, knowledge; and through humane ways. - Dalai Lama
Greening Deserts projects have inspired and moved many millions of people to
do something for their environment and others who need greener and healthier
habitats.
Greening Camps can reduce deforestation, land degradation, desertification
and global warming by global greening, conservation as well as promotion of
biodiversity, ecosystem restoration and ecological reforestation!
Human ignorance will kill us and all life forms on planet Earth. The only way to
prevent this dilemma is more awareness, education, environmental
consciousness, respect and tolerance or even understanding.
Keep calm, don't fear, avoid anger, hate and fears. Share peace actions
instead. Sharing is caring, share peace and care each other please. Stay kind
and peaceful. Unite for the global greening and peace process. This is the only
way to prevent a world war.
Mankind does not need to travel to the desert planet Mars, if desertification
continues at the current rate, we will have a desert planet Earth in 100 years!
Urban Greening is also Urban Cooling, so is Global Greening Global Cooling. Oliver Caplikas
Ignorance, the root and the stem of every evil. - Plato
Ignorance, hatred and greed are killing nature. - Masanobu Fukuoka
Ignorance leads to fear, fear leads to hatred, and hatred leads to violence. This
is the equation. - Ibn Rushd
It is better to be a warrior in a garden than a gardener in a war. - Miyamoto
Musashi
Peace cannot be kept by force; it can only be achieved by understanding.
However strong national armaments may be, they do not create military
security for any nation nor do they guarantee the maintenance of peace.
The idea of achieving security through national armament is, at the present
state of military technique, a disastrous illusion.
Lasting peace cannot be prepared by threats but only by an honest attempt to

establish mutual trust. Peace cannot be kept by force; it can only be achieved
by understanding. - Albert Einstein
The highest form of ignorance is when you reject something you know
absolutely nothing about. - Dr. Wayne Dyer
The journey of every ignorant and obedient society always ends in the same
place: In the desert. - Mehmet Murat Ildan
We can never achieve peace in the outside world until we make peace with
ourselves.
Where ignorance is our master, there is no possibility of real peace. Dalai Lama
More important quotes for peace building and reducing conflicts, reducing or
even to end wars!
Some comments, opinions and statements of Greening Deserts
projects on social pages:
Children's Rights and Women's Rights are also Human Rights.
@GreeningDeserts projects calling since February for more peace building
communications and negotiations by less provocations,.. support de-escalation
and peace diplomacy! #BuildPeace #Humanity #Peace #Solidarity
#UniteNations #UN #StopWar #RussiaUkrainePeace
#UkraineRussiaPeace
Further pollution and heating of climate and environment by responsible
industries and humans leads to more conflicts and crises! Telling these issues
since years, offered solutions so many times. #globalcooling #globalgreening
#peaceprocess #urbangreening
More nations must continue with war de-escalation diplomatic, logic, reason,
humanitarian and cooperation for peace building! Reasonable and strategic
communication to #CreatePeace #Humanity #PeaceBuilding #PeaceProcess
#Solidarity #StopWar #RussiaUkrainePeace #UkraineRussiaPeace
International women organizations unite for peace-building in Europe, Ukraine
and Russia. Share more words and actions for #PeaceBuilding
#UkraineRussiaPeace #RussiaUkrainePeace #PeaceBuilders #PeaceDays
#PeaceProcess can #StopWar until April ! #BreakTheBias #WomensDay
Some Important words for real peacebuilding: Peacemaking and peacekeeping
women make for a safer world. #BreakTheBias #InternationalWomensDay
#InternationalWomensDay2022 #WomensDay International #PeaceBuilding
#PeaceMonth #Peace #StopWar #UkraineRussiaPeace #RussiaUkrainePeace
The Greening Deserts and Trillion Trees Initiative's community supporting the

#globalgreening and peace process in Europe, Russia and Ukraine. We humans
and nature forces call for peace building! A peaceful end to the war is possible
this month! #Peace #PeaceMonth #PeaceProcess
The parties and leaders of some European countries do not understand the
seriousness of the situation and the coming consequences, as do many news
media. First and foremost, emergency prevention, mental health and disaster
risk reduction #DRR should be promoted more every day now - on all levels,
especially in the media, news and talk shows! - 10-03-2022
There are many chances and ways to peace. But if things escalate by so much
human egoisms and ignorance, provocations and escalations a point of no
return can happen. Reason, de-escalation diplomacy, neutrality, honest
compromises and apologies for the mistakes on all sides can create trust,
understanding,.. #PeaceSpeech #WarSpeech
We need global disarmament, de-escalation and damage limitation, not
rearmament, more escalations and provocations. Certain media, nations,
politicians and parties are partwise responsible for escalations who made the
conflicts more worse and even rises risk of world war danger!
Further opinions and statements:
Since February, we have been calling for more health issues, especially to care
more about mental health, peace speeches and real or continous solidarity on
social media. Unfortunately, not much has happened in this regard to date 1503-2022. This can be seen just by the hashtags like #UkraineRussiaWar and
many similar fear and war-mongering actions in various media. Certain media,
people and parties or politicians have even further escalated and worsened the
situation – they poured oil on the fire. It is once again the typical symptom
fighting problem instead of cause solution and crisis prevention by reasonable
de-escalation diplomacy, language or actions, risk minimization, foresighted
action and farsightedness. We need more peace speech and less war speech or
spreading of war in the digital or media space! Support peace promoting
actions like more peace speech and less war speech, hate speech and other
destructive or provocative actions that make the situation worse and more
worse. By many of the unnecessary actions, provocations and escalations
certainly many people have fallen ill and additionally died! In addition the risk
of a world war has increased enormously. If the world war and thus nuclear
war breaks out, this will probably be the last.
There are many chances and ways to peace. But if things escalate by so much
human egoisms and ignorance, provocations and escalations a point of no
return can happen. Reason, de-escalation diplomacy, neutrality, honest
compromises and apologies for the mistakes on all sides can really solve the
conflicts in a sustainable way. Continuous actions to build understanding and
trust can additionally accelerate and improve peace developments as well as
peace negotiations.
Everyone who ignores that, pushes or shares the war instead of peace speech
is also responsible for suffering people, destruction of environment and

humanity. Anger and hatred will make everthing worse, so try to prevent it if
you can't or won't help. Each action, human and life count, to do nothing won't
help to bring back peace! Share and support #PeaceBuilding #PeaceProcess
#PeaceSpeech #Solidarity #StopWar #RussiaUkrainePeace
#UkraineRussiaPeace
More peace speech and less hate, military or war speech will lead to real and
sustainable peace! Share and support more #PeaceActions #PeaceBuilding
#PeaceSpeech and not #HateSpeech #WarSpeech or other escalating,
corrupted, influenced, manipulated and provocating "war media". #X
Main problems of the world are pushing or multiplication of war speech,
themes and actions in digital, mental and real life. Many media act very onesided, push war topics and too little peace. If talking about war, don't forget
peace! #PeaceBuilding #PeaceSpeech #PeaceMedia ?!
Political parties and leaders of certain countries have failed to recognize the
seriousness of the situation and the consequences, as has much of the news
media. The primary concern is emergency prevention, mental health, and
reducing the risk of further escalation and disasters.
Support more peace-building peace speeches and real peace actions, not
anger-driven, hateful, harmful military or warlike actions and pseudo-solidarity
as seen in so many cases. True peace needs understanding, peaceful and
healthy action. #PeaceBuilding #PeaceProcess #PeaceSpeech
The only way to real and lasting peace is de-escalation diplomacy, compromise,
diplomatic, non-provocative and reasonable communication with all parties.
Create honest trust and understanding by reasonable and trustful dialog or
exchange. #PeaceBuilding #PeaceKeeping #PeaceSpeech
We need now more as hope, we need people and nations for daily peacebuilding actions! Other unimportant things we can do later. Think logical and
reasonable, all other actions make no sense if actual crisis escalates into world
war. #AssistNature #PeaceBuilding #PeaceProcess #UniteForces
Support@GreeningDesertsbiodiversity, conservation, cultural, humanitarian,
peace-building, social and sustainable projects for a greener and better world.
Share more solidarity for real peace actions. #GlobalGreening #PeaceBuilding
#Peace4Ukraine #PeaceSpeech #ReForestation
An international day of forests or trees is too less for all the global forest
ecosystems, life forms and people who provide so much healthy air, food,
medicine and water. That's why we start today the first Global Forest Week
with daily news and updates. #ForestDays #ForestWeek
#IntlForestDay #ForestDays #FreshWater #WorldWaterDay #WaterDays
Most of the global fresh water comes from forests. World's waters and weather
cycles depend on trees. #TrillionTrees Initiative .. We need water and we need
these forests. Wangari Maathai

Unite for #ForestDays #ForestWeek #IntlForestDay.s The death of the forest is
the end of our life. - Dorothy Stang The tropical rain forests are a telling
example. Once cut down, they rarely recover. Rainfall drops, deserts spread,
the climate warms. - James Lovelock loves trees
Forests provide fresh water, clean air, food, habitats, medicine, ecosystem
services and much more. #ForestDays #GlobalForests #IntlForestDays #Trees
We’ve all got to come together, and we’ve got to protect what’s left of our
ancient forests on this planet. - Stella McCartney
#Biodiversity #ForestDays #IntlForestDay #TrillionTrees #WorldWaterDay
Protect the forests for those who can’t speak for themselves such as the birds,
animals, fish and trees. - Qwatsinas We can learn a lot from the forests,
regrowth, change and beauty. - Catherine Pulsifer
Need a sense of peace and relaxation, take a walk through the forest. - Byron
Pulsifer Support the #GlobalGreening, #PeaceBuilding and reforestation
projects of Greening Deserts and Trillion Trees Initiative. #ForestWeek
#PeaceTrees #Peace4Ukraine #Trees4Peace #TrillionTrees
About 75% of crops depend on pollinators, 75% of our freshwater comes from
healthy forests, and more than half of the world's population depends on
healthy ecosystems for their livelihoods. #IntlForestDay #ForestDays
#WorldWaterDay
Coasts, forests, grasslands, lakes, mountains, rivers, seas and many different
ecosystems are connected to forest ecosystems. Trees are one of the main
species who have conquered the whole world and nearly all habitats - even in
deserts and wetlands like swamps. #Tree #ForestDays
#DesertGreening #GlobalGreening #IntlForestDay #PeaceDay
#WorldWaterDay If you go to a desert, you will hear this mysterious voice: Be
wise, protect your forests! The journey of every ignorant and obedient society
always ends in the same place: In the desert. - M. Murat Ildan
Greening Deserts 1001+ Critically Endangered Tree Species Seed Storage and
Tree Cultivation Project. The Trillion Trees Initiative will help to share trees and
seeds worldwide in the future, especially in regions where more biodiversity..
#trilliontreesinitiative
Droughts and heat waves of recent years clearly show that the climate crisis
has a significant impact on our lives, the environment, consumption and our
economy. Climate change adaptation with greening, reforestation and resilient
plants, trees or forests can help. #IntlForestDay
The forests are the lungs of the world. - Woody Harrelson We need to protect
our forests to protect all of life. - Samantha Lynch What we are doing to the
forests of the world is but a mirror reflection of what we are doing to ourselves

and to one another. Chris Maser #ForestDay
#GlobalForests #IntlForestWeek #IntlForestDay s #Together4Forests ?
https://trilliontrees.medium.com Since years we informed so much responsible
organizations or people @ EU, WEF, WWF,.. for support. Until today they ignore
our ecological, environmental, non-profit and social projects.
Since years @GreeningDeserts and Trillion Trees Initiative called several
officials, organizations and institutions to stop further harm from injurious
subsidies - especially in Africa, Americas and South Asia! Don't burn forests,
build! #EcoForestry ?! https://twitter.com/TrillionTreesEU
Share if you really care #Biodiversity #ForestDays #GlobalForests
#IntlForestDay s #IntlForestWeek The cutting of primeval forest and other
disasters, fueled by the demands of growing human populations, are the
overriding threat to biological diversity everywhere. - E.O. Wilson
Nature-near boreal forests can have much biodiversity, many tree species like
coniferous and deciduous trees, diverse plants like herbs, shrubs, grasses, and
species of fungi, lichens, insects, animals and.. #BorealForest #ForestDays
#IntlForestDay #TrillionTrees #WorldWaterDay
#Biodiversity #ForestDays #GlobalForestWeek #IntlForestDay s To be without
trees would, in the most literal way, to be without our roots. - Richard Mabey
We’ve all got to come together, and we’ve got to protect what’s left of our
ancient forests on this planet. - Stella McCartney
#ForestDay #TrillionTrees Forests are the flags of nature. They appeal to all
and awaken inspiring universal feelings. Enter the forest and the boundaries of
nations are forgotten. It may be that some time an immortal pine will be the
flag of a united peaceful world. E.A. Mills
Organizations, people and especially politicians talk a lot about tree planting,
forests and reforestation - most of them have never planted a single tree or
only for profiling. #ForestDay #ForestFacts #TreeFacts #GlobalForestDay
#IntlForestDay #WorldForestDay s #WorldWaterDays
Greening Camps and the Trillion Trees Initiative for biodiversity conservation,
ecological education, ecosystem restoration, reforestation, environmental and
species protection camps can reduce deforestation, global warming and mass
extinction. #EndangeredSpecies #TrillionTrees
Some nice African quotes to International Forest Day. Trees we plant today are
forests we enjoy tomorrow. – Matshona Dhliwayo. Until you dig a hole, you
plant a tree, you water it and make it survive, you haven’t done a thing. You
are just talking. – Wangari Maathai #ForestDay
I know there is pain when sawmills close and people lose jobs, but we have to
make a choice. We need water and we need these forests. – Wangari Maathai

Support African efforts to reduce coal and wood burning! Solar heating, lights
and renewable energy generation @GreeningDeserts
The Greening Camps and Trillion Trees Initiatives can plant diverse trees and
endangered tree species to support biodiversity conservation and real forests.
We can support forest owners with advises for #agroforestry, #biodiversity
#ecoforestry and real sustainable reforestation!
We recommend to upgrade monoculture tree plantations or "forests" with more
diverse plant and tree species. It's possible to add so many useful species from
real and healthy forests, involve botanists, conservationists, biodiversity and
ecosystem experts! #EFCM #biodiverseforests
God has cared for these trees, saved them from drought, disease, avalanches,
and a thousand tempests and floods. But he cannot save them from fools. –
John Muir Humanity is cutting down its forests, apparently oblivious to the fact
that we may not be able to live without them..
For years we recommended the use of hemp and rice straw for feed pellets.
You can also use rice straw pellets for clean cooking and heating! Many
households have pellet heating, they are efficient, optimized and relatively
sustainable. #food #hemp #feedpellets #ricestraw #pellets
Humanity should not remain insensitive to the forest fire or wildfire every year.
Unless we act, the loss of biodiversity and extinction of herbs, birds and
animals and the pains of the trees, birds, animals and the poor is also alarming
signal for the extinction... - Amit Ray
Remember Forest Lawn Memorial Park at Hollywood Hills in Southern
California? It would be great if the Academy Awards or Oscars 2022 showed a
little more respect for America's ancestors, environment, forests and history.
#Hollywood plant trees for a #Hollyforest #MemorialForest?
The Trillion Trees Initiative will start a special campaign and tree planting
actions to create a memorial forest for the victims of the war in East Europe
and European Russia. Let's plant a tree for everyone who died by the war in
Ukraine. Plant trees for #Peace #Trees4Peace !
Do Hollywood and Oscar Celebrations care the world's forests? Maybe plant
some trees for a new wood or even a Hollywoods forest to remember the
history or roots of art, culture, environment? #Academy #Awards #BollyWood
#ForestDays #ForestWeek #HolyWood #HollyWood #Oscars #woods
Hemp can help to improve air, climate, soil and water quality. Hemp plants
supporting biodiversity and saving forests. Hemp paper products can reduce
climate change effects like deforestation, desertification and global warming.
#Hanf #Hanfpapier #hemppaper #hemp #trees #cannabis
Rewet, restore, reforest and regreen worldwide ecosystems is a mission of the

upcoming global greening and ecosystem restoration camps, especially in
Africa, Europe and MENA region! #drylands #wastelands #wetlands
#DesertGreening #GreeningMENA #ReGreening #ReForest #TrillionTrees
#ForestDay #IntlForestDay #WorldForestDay s We must protect the forests for
our children, grandchildren and children yet to be born. We must protect the
forests for those who can’t speak for themselves such as the birds, animals,
fish and trees. Qwatsinas, Native Nuxalk Nation
We want to support African and European nations to plant diverse fruit and
native trees. Three greening camp and tree nursery projects for millions of
trees are running, including important native plant species. #biodiversity
#conservation #palmforest #palmtrees #treespecies
@GreeningDeserts.com informed officials of Germany and EU about climate
change effects, global warming, deforestation, desertification, droughts, floods,
soil degradation,.. since 2016! Sad that they ignored advice to reduce and
avoid some of these risks. #AI #EE #DRR #Greening
Replying to @Greening_Camp
Very interesting, thanks for sharing! Nature near and green places or spaces
for better biodiversity, conservation can be established by more wild meadows,
wild flower beds, botanical garden sections, parks and city biotopes.
#UrbanGreening #UrbanForest #UrbanTrees #raisedbeds
It shows that the world's cities need much more biodiversity, nature-near
forest ecosystems, natural places, spaces and trees. Urban Greening means
also creating blue or freshwater habitats #UrbanForests #UrbanTrees
#UrbanGreening #IntlForestDay #WorldForestDay #WorldWaterDay s
Greening Deserts started the Greening MENA project to reduce desertification
and land degradation by sustainable desalination, irrigation, greening and
reforestation especially in North Africa. #GreeningMENA #GM #GreatGreenWall
#NorthAfrica #TrillionTrees
Greening Deserts projects like the Greening Camps can support
agrophotovoltaic, floating solar, greentech, water and wind energy in each
region were we start with greening and reforestation. It will improve
biodiversity, protect soils and water reservoirs. #DesertGreening
Greening Deserts projects will improve the climate and reduce global warming
in a large scale. @EnergyStoragePR #CleanTech #EE #EnergyStoragePark
#GreenTech #GreeningCamp #GreeningDrone #GreenhouseShip
#GreeningCoasts #SciencePark #SolarPark #TrillionTrees #WaterPark
#WindPark
We will start another global forest week in future. What sounds better for you,
a Global, International or World Forest Week? Share constructive feedback and
interesting tweets in the comments if you want. #ForestWeek

#GlobalForestWeek #InternationalForestWeek #WorldForestWeek
Since years we call Europe or EU to do more for biodiversity in forests and for
more resilient forest ecosystems. @GreeningDeserts.com To be without
trees would, in the most literal way, to be without our roots. Richard Mabey
#European #ForestDay #ForestWeek #IntlForestDay s ?
Men and women, people and institutions, organizations or even nations show
courage and solidarity. You have good ideas about trees or forests to share for
the Global Forest Week? Scroll down and tweet in the comments. #ForestDays
#ForestWeek #GlobalForestWeek #GFW #IntlForestWeek
A tree has roots in the soil yet reaches to the sky. It tells us that in order to
aspire we need to be grounded and that no matter how high we go it is from
our roots that we draw sustenance. - Wangari Maathai - African Forest Week
#ForestDay #IntlForestDay s #ForestWeek Africa?
Regreen and revive soils with bamboo, grass, hemp, or other soil-improving
plants. Saving rainwater and using seawater for sustainable irrigation will
improve tree plantings and healthy forests. Composting and mineral fertilizers
can accelerate the plant growth. @GreeningDeserts
Each day should be #IntlForestDay #PeaceDay #WorldWaterDay ! When
humanity really understands these connections or links, the importance of real
nature, forests, peace and water, we will all enter a new era of human
progress. A world of developers, explorers and space explorers.
Today we finish the Global Forest Week we started on the International Day of
Forests. If you have good ideas about biodiversity, conservation, nature,
forests and trees you can share it in the comments! #ForestDay
#IntlForestDay s #ForestWeek #GlobalForestWeek 21-28 March 2022
An international day of forests or trees is too less for all the global forest
ecosystems, life forms and people who provide so much healthy air, food,
medicine and water. That's why we start today the first Global Forest Week
with daily news and updates. #ForestDays #ForestWeek
You want support biodiversity, real sustainable tree planting and forest actions,
reduce droughts and urban heat islands effects? Follow and share Greening
Deserts projects @TrillionTreesEU @TrillionTreesIn #TreePlanting
#Together4Forests #UrbanForest #UrbanTrees #ReForestation
Greening Deserts Projekte fordern seit 2016 mehr Artenschutz, Artenvielfalt,
Klimaschutz, Umweltschutz,.. in Deutschland und Europa! @TrillionTreesEU
#Artenschutz #Auen #Biodiversität #Feuchtwald #Feuchtgebiete #Klimaschutz
#Moorschutz #Stadtwald #Umweltschutz #Waldtag #Waldwoche
Facts and scientific advice on flood protection and prevention with disaster risk reduction,
nature-based solutions and sustainable water management. #coalexit #conversion #DRR
#forests #greening #masterplan #mining #restore #wetlands #Tagebau #Feuchtwald

